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THE TRANSMISSION OF P11SS05I THROUGH SAND.
I. Introduction.
The amount of concentrated load which can be transmitted
through a bed of sand and. the direction of the lines of pressure trans-
ferring this load to the supporting surface beneath, are subjects
about which little is known. Safe working loads have been determined
by actual experience, and it is generally assumed that the pressure
is transferred to a larger area of the supporting surface than the
area of sand loaded, but practically no experiments have been carried
on to determine what actually happens when a concentrated load is
applied to a bed of sand not confined within small limits. It is the
purpose of the writers to build apparatus by means of which data can
be obtained to determine,' a ) the relation between the maximum unit
load which can be sustained and the depth of sand, (b) the variation
of maximum unit load sustained with the area of suiface loaded, and
(c) the variation of the intensity of pressure with the death of
sand and distance from the center of concentration of the load.
This thesis is intended to carry farther the work of Kingsley
Abner Burnell, Class of 1910, who stated that his thesis was !tm:ore
for the determination of the best method of procedure than as a com-
plete solution of the problem." for this reason a large percentage of
the allotted time was devoted to the design ana construction of appa-
ratus which would sustain ana accurately measure loads up to fifty
thousand pounds. The apparatus, as constructed, will undoubtedly be of
value in determining loads which can be sustained by crushed rock,

2gravel, or earth, shoulo such oata be oesireo.
The subject will be discussed unaer the following heaos:
II. Description of Apparatus ano Methods used, III. Experimental Data
and Discussion, and IV. Conclusion.

5II. Description of Apparatus and Methods Used.
To support the sand a floor or base (Fig. 1-A) 9 feet long by
5 1/2 feet wide by ic inches thick was constructed of concrete. As this
base was designed to carry 50,000 pounds acting as a slab, it was
heavily reinforced with longitudinal reds and stirrups. To prevent
breakage above the rectangular open space (B), the purpose of which will
be shown later, short transverse reinforcing rods were placed above this
channel ana extended into the solid masonry. Planks (C) around the
outer edge of the base kept the sand from flowing off. Near the ends of
the base, four i inch rods (D) 8 1/2 feet long were securely fastened
in pairs to two steel plates imbedded as near the bottom of the concrete
as possible. A 20 inch I-beam (g) was suspended between the rods ana
held down by two heavy plates ft) two inches thick through which the
rods were passes!. The upper ends of die rods were threaded and. nuts
screwed on to bear against the upper sides of the plates. A 40 ton
hydraulic jack (G) was used to furnish the pressure. The upward thrust
of the jack was taken by the large I-beam and transferred to the heavy
base through the four 1 inch rods, fffflen no load was on the lar^e I-beam,
it was held suspended to the floor above by stirrups (H) consisting of
small iron rods and wooden cross-pieces.
Two methods for measuring the pressure transferred through
the sand were used, with the idea of furnishing a check on the read-
ings take-o. The first of these is described as follows: A rectangular
opening (8) 6 inches by 6 inches by 5 feet 5 inches was left in the
base by placing wooden forms during construction, which -were removed
later. In the bottom of the opening was imbedded a steel block (I) to
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5support a knife edge on a 5 inch I-beam (J) used as a lever arm. About
6 inches from the middle of this block and 5 feet from the edge of the
base a circular bole 4 1/3 inches in diameter was formed by a short
length of iron pipe. This hole was made to connect the rectangular
opening with the upper face of the concrete base. A knife edge was
fastened to the I-beam lever arm (J) directly under the center of the
hole. A wooden plug (K) 4 inches in diameter of the top was turned with
a slight taper to prevent binding and cut to the proper length to fit
into the hole with its upper surface just flush with the surrounding
concrete surface. A steel plate with a V-shaped slot in which to rest
the knife edge beneath, was screwed to the bottom of the plug. Three
feet 6 inches from the center of the plug a third knife edge was fast-
ened to the I-beam lever arm to rest upon a set of scales (L) placed
beside the base at the end of the rectangular opening. The scales were
somewhat dilapidated but, when tested, proved to be quite accurate.
They were graduated to read half-pounds but quarter-pounds could be
read with a little care. The pressure transferred through the sand
to the plug was carried by it to the lever arm and indicated by the
readings on the scale.
To better determine the ratio of load on the plug to that on
the scales the lever arm was tested upon a machine in the laboratory.
The lever arm had been roughly constructed for a ratio of scale read-
ings to load on plus f 1:3 but the test showed this ratio to be
1:3.09. The latter value has been used in reducing readings.
To "prevent sand, from entering between the plug and surrounding
iron pipe, a piece of sheet rubber was placed to cover the plug ana ex-
tend over a small part of the surrounding concrete.

6The second method of measuring pressure transferred through the
sand was by means of water pressure. An 5 inch iron cylinder (II),
closed at the bottom, was placed in the concrete 3 feet from the wooden
plug and about the same distance from the eno of the base, A surrounding
flange with a beveled edge was screwed to the too of the cylinder. A
diaphragm of Number 16 packing rubber was made to cover the top of the
cylinder and pass over the beveled edge of the flange. To form a per-
fectly water-tight .joint a flat collar (N)> also beveled, was made to
cover the diaphragm and flange and be bolted down in such* a manner that
the rubber was held tightly between the beveled edges. The cylinder
was connected to a pressure gauge by means of a 5/4 inch pipe leading
through the concrete and passing outside the base. The 2auge was at-
tached below the top of the vertical pipe to allow the escape of air,
for which purpose a valve was used at the upper end of the pipe.
The method of filling the cylinder ana pipe was as follows: The
cylinder was first filled to the brim with water. To make sure no air
remained, a continuous flow was -kept up through the pipe and out
through the cylinder. Rhen water was flowing freely over the edges of
the cylinder, it was covered with the rubber diaphragm with such care
as to prevent any trapping of air beneath, then the collar was put into
place and bolted down. The remainder of the pipe was then filled and the
valve closed. Pressure applied through the sand above the diaphragm was
carried to the gauge by the water column and read in pounds per square
inch.
This apparatus when tested was found to be very sensitive under
small loads, but when the pressure on the gauge registered 70 pounds
per sQuare inch, the rubber diaphragm burst. As it would be necessary to

7read pressures higher than 70 pounds per souare inch, the diaphragm was
not repaired. A stronger one could have been designed had time permitted,
but it was deemed better to take all the data with the plu£ and lever-
arm apparatus than to spend valuable time in experimenting with the
diaphragm when results were so uncertain. Accordingly, all the data were
taken with the stronger apparatus.
To measure the total load sustained by the sand a rather unique
device was designed and built. It was thought that a pressure £au£e on
the hydraulic jack, which is a method in common use for determining loads,
would not give accurate enough results because of the friction in the
jack and the difficulty in getting a pressure £auge which would be re-
quired to 'read accurately pressures as high as 5000 pounds per square
inch and as low as 20 or 2? pounds per square inch. Accordingly, the fol-
lowing method was used. A spring (0) was constructed of 2 steel plates,
(See photograph, page 12), free to bend at the middle and held apart at
the ends by blocks of steel, the whole being bolted tightly together.
The spring was built to withstand a concentrated load at the center of
50,000 pounds with a total deflection of about 0.24 inches, the idea
being to calibrate the spring and measure loads by means of the deflec-
tions. It was built of high grade nickel steel. The plates were -made
7 1/2 inches wide by two inches thick, with a distance of 23 inches
center to center of bolts through the supporting blocks. A clear dis-
tance of three inches separated the inner faces of the tv.c plates and
an Ames dial reading directly to 0.001 inches was olaced between them
to measure the deflection under the load. Knife edges 1/2 inches wide
were placed transversely at the middle of the spring to take the load
from the jack and transfer it to the I-beam above. One knife ed£e

8was placed exactly at the midole on the under siae, ana, to live a secure
bearing next the I-beam, two were usee on that side. They were spaceo 4
inches apart and equidistant from the middle of the spring. The whole
was swung by 4 snail rods passing through flat iron pieces which clapped
the spring, and extending through a wooden framework resting on the upper
flange of the I-beam, Before a load was applied the spring was clamped
into firm contact with the I-beam. When necessary to move the spring the
rods were loosened and the wooden framework, with the suspended spring,
pushed along the I-beam.
ViQ P 1
C
The spring was designed from the formulae S = = —- and
PI 5
1 1
f = r-- for a simple beam with concentrated load at the middle. Allov.-
4oEI
ins a deflection f at the center of G.lfj inches for each plate; taking
the load P as 50,000 pounds, the allowable flexurai stress as 70,000
pounds per square inch tor ri£h srade steel, and c eaual tc 1 inch, the
expression 1 = 27*5 inches is obtained. For a plate 7 M2 inches wide,
S = 70,000 pounds per sauare inch nifcfi a deflection f in each plate of
O.I5 inches. For reasons to be explained later, the bolts through the
ends were tightened and the sprint no longer acted as a simple beam.
•Considering it as a fixed beam would reduce the stress to 1/2 the simple
beam stress or 55,000 pounas per scuare inch, ana the deflection to 1/4
the amount criminally calculated or 0.04 inches in each plate. In testing
the spring the actual deflection corresponding to a load of 50,000 pounds
was found to be 0.24 inches nhiofa ?oes to show that the plates acted
neither wholly as simple beame nor wholly as fixed beams. The actual
stress must, therefore, have been between 55,000 pounds per souare inch
and 70,000 pounds per square inch. Judging from the deflections, it pro-
bable slightly exceeded 60,000 pounds per souare inch under the maximum

loading.
The spring was calibrated on a testing machine in the labor-
atory. The loads were read to the nearest 10 pounds ana the deflections
estimated to the nearest 0.0001 inches. As the tightness of the bolts
greatly affected the amount of deflection, the spring was tested with
bolts slightly tightened, with bolts loose, with bolts tightened upon
rubber washers, and with bolts tightened snugly without washers. The
last named condition was found to give the most uniform results, and
it was decided to use the spring in that manner. The load v.as applied
and taken off a total of twenty times to reduce the chances of error
from any initial set in the steel. The separate determinations of de-
flections and corresponding loads cheeked very closely. With care the
loads could be determined from the deflection to the nearest thirty or
forty pounds.
As the use of the spring weighing device was more or less an
experiment, its behavior was noticed with particular care. The Ames
dial was set exactly at zero with no load on the spring, and each time
a load was anplied and removed the position of the needle was noticed.
Invariably the needle returned exactly to zero, and, although the
spring was loaded over one hundred times, it failed to show any signs
of initial set, or change in any manner. Its use was a very material
benefit in obtaining the data of this thesis. As mentioned before, it
read heavy and light loads accurately, and the readings were not
affected by friction in the jack or error? tc which Bourbon pressure-
gauges are liable. It was easily moved along the large I-beam into a
new position.
The load was applied to the sand through a steel plate (W).
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The hydraulic jack (G) rested directly upon this plate, and above the
jacks was a wooden post or column (T) of yellow pine 6 inches by 6
inches in section, which transferred the upper pressure to the steel
sprint. Between the top of the wooden column and the lower knife edge
of the spring, was placed a bearing-block (S). This bearing-block had
been usea in calibrating the spring and was used during the experiments
to distribute the load uniformly along the knife edge.
To carry cut the purposes of this thesis as stateo in the intro-
duction, two separate sets of dafta were taken. The first set was taken
to determine the maximum unit load a plate could carry for various
depths of sand ana sizes of plate as follows: the plate was first loaded
over a depth of sand of 24 inches, and, as the plate sank into the sand
which flowed out from under it, simultaneous readings ci the depth of
sand and total load were taken. In each case the plate was pushed down
until the limiting load for which the soring was built, was nearly
reached. The sand was not allowed bo flew in and cover the top of the
plate, but was kept cleared away even with its upper surface. The
depth of sand was measured upon a small iron rod graduated in inches,
thrust dow: to the upper surface of the concrete base, A scale grad-
uated to tenths of inches was used in connection with the rod and the
depth of sand read to the nearest 0.1 inch. As the total aistsnee the
plate travelled was from 12 to IS inches these readings were deemed
sufficiently accurate. Plates S i/2, 15 1/2, and 21 inches in diameter
were loaded as described. The second set of data was taken to determine
the intensity of pressure transferred through the sand to different
points on the supporting surface. The 15 1/2 inch plate was the only
one used in this determination. Readings were taken for depths of sand
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of 6, 12, and iS inches, and distances of 0, 5, 6, 12, and 18 inches
between the center of applied pressure ana the center line of the plug.
The method used nas as follows: the plate was loaded directly over the
plug with a depth of packed sand of 6 inches and scale and def lecton.eter
readings taken as the load was applied and released by increments.
The spring, jack, and plate were then moved to a distance of 3 inches
from the center line of the plug, and, with the sand still 6 inches
deep, another set of readings taken. In this manner the spring, jack,
and plate were moved away from the plug by increments of 3 and. 6 inches
until no pressure reached the plug, while the depth of sand remained
the same as before. A depth of sand of 12 inches, then 16 inches, was
loaded and the previous process of moving the center of pressure away
from the center of the plus by increments of 3 and 6 inches repeated.
In placing the plate care was taken to set it into exactly the proper-
position, to level it perfectly upon the sand, and keep it as nearly
level as possible during the loading. Before any readings were taken,
the sand was packea thoroughly by applying a load to the plate and
sinking it 2 or 3 inches. For example, when readings were taken for
12 inches of sand, the plate was started, at about l'o inches, then forced,
down to a depth of slightly over 12 inches, when the load was released
and applied several times to obtain readings. During this time the plate
sank enough to give an average depth of sand of 12.0 inches.
The sand used in the experiments was very dry, smooth torpedo
sand from Attica, Indiana. It was very dirty and contained much dust
and fine material.

PHOTOGRAPH OF STEEL SPRING
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III. Experimental Data and Discussion.
With the exceptions of tables 1 and $ the values in the follow-
ing tables are averages of from three to six tests. The values given
in table 5 are averaged from twelve to fourteen tests.
In all tables and plates the term "load on " indicates an in-
creasing load, and the tern "load off" indicates a decreasing load.
Table 1 contains data for the calibration of the steel spring.
The values are averages of ten tests which checked closely.
The data in tables 2, 5, and 4 were taken for the purpose of
determining the variation of maximum unit load sustained with depth of
sand, and the variation of maximum unit load sustained with the area of
surface loaded. These purposes were stated in the Introduction and re-
ferred to in the Description of Apparatus and Methods used. Column 5
was obtained by taking the load corresponding to the deflections of the
steel spring shown ir. column 1 from the calibration curve shown in
plate I. Column 4 v;as obtained by dividing the total load in pounds on
the plate by the area of the plate in square inches.
Tables 5 to 16, inclusive, contain data taken for the purpose
of determining the variation of intensity of pressure with the depth
of sand and with the distance from the center of the applied pressure.
Column 2 was obtained from column i and plate I. Column 4 was obtained,
by subtracting the initial scale reading for zero load on the plate
from the values in column 5, and multiplying by 8.09.
Column 5 was obtained by dividing the total load on the plate in
column 2 by 144, which is the area of the 13 1/2 inch plate used in
V
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obtaining all the data in tables o to 16. Column 6 was obtained by di-
viding the values in column 4 by 12. 96, which is the area of the 4 inch
wooden plug. Column 7 was obtained by dividing the values in column 6
by the corresponding values in column ».
Plate 1 is the calibration curve for the steel spring. The curve
shows that for a given deflection a slightly smaller load was needed for
load off than for load on. This was probably due to the slowness of the
steel to exert its full resisting power when the deflection was decreasing
Because of its uniformity the curve emphasizes the claims made for the
good behavior of the steel spring.
Plate 2 was plotted to show graphically the variation cf maximum
unit load sustained with depth of sand and with area loaded. Because the
sand had to be heaped up in the form of a truncated cone to obtain the
required depth, the values shewn for depths greater than 14 or $9 inches
are not considered as reliable as those for less depths, as the sand
could flow more freely because of the absence of lateral support. The
curves show the maximum load sustained to increase but slowly froffl a
depth of IS inches to a depth of about 10 inches, and at a much faster
rate as the depth decreases below 10 inches. The form of the curves seem
to indicate that a certain depth might soon be reached beyond which the
maximum load sustained would become constant. The relative positions of
the curves show that in general the greater area supports the greater unit
load. This is as might be expected because the smaller the area the more
nearly a concentrated load is obtained, and. the easier the plate can be
thrust down without disturbing any considerable portion of the bed of
sand.
Plates 3 to 24 show in various ways the plotted data for deter-
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Dining the variation of intensity of pressure v/ith the depth and with
distance from the center of applied pressure. Plates 3 to 14 shov/ the
relation between the average unit pressure applied, and the average unit
pressure transmitted for depths of sand, of 6, 12, and IS inches, and
distances from the center of pressure of 5, 6, and 12 inches. Because
these curves are plotted, to different scales they are not so well adapted
to making comparisons as plates 15 to 21. In plates 15 to 18 all curves
on one plate show by their position hoi the pressure transmitted in-
creases or decreases ?<ith the depth for a constant distance from the cen-
ter of pressure. It is interesting to note that for distances of jack
from plus of 0, 3, and 6 inches, the pressure transmitted decreases with
increasing depth, while for jack 12 inches from plug, the pressure trans-
mitted increases with increasing depth. This is easily explained by the
fact that for distances of center of plate from center of plug not ex-
ceeding 6 inches, the plate extended far enough to rest directly over
either all or part of the plu£, and the pressure transmitted increased
with decreasing depth in a manner similar to the case for jack inches
from plug. With a distance of 12 inches center of plate to center of plug,
no part of the plate lay directly over any portion of the plug, and the
pressure could not be transferred vertically downward.
Plates 19 to 21 show how the pressure transmitted varies with
the distance from the center of applied pressure when the depth is con-
stant. In all cases the pressure transmitted decreases ss the distance
from the center of applied pressure increases. This is in direct opposi-
tion to part of Sir. Burnell's thesis on the same subject. Wr. gurnell
found that for dry sand IS inches deep , a greater- pressure was trans-
mitted with jack 6 inches from plug than for jack inches fron plug.

which indicated strong arch action. As the floor of Mr. Burnell's appa-
ratus was made of planks which would bend easily, his results were very
likely to be affected by this bending, and his conclusion in regard to
arch action taking place is thought to be erroneous.
Plates I'j to 21 show that for jack directly over the plug and
with sand 6 inches deep, the average unit pressure transmitted is con-
siderably greater than the average unit pressure applied. They also show
the pressure to be transmitted to an area of the supporting surface larg-
er than the area loaded, or that the pressure "spreads out". The expla-
nation for a greater average unit pressure transmitted than applied is
therefore found by supposing Lhe plate did not bear uniformly upon the
sand bed. Undoubtedly, the intensity of pressure under the loaded plate
decreased from a maximum for points directly beneath its center to much
smaller values near the outer edge. It is thus seen that for small
depths, when the plug was directly under the center of the plate, it re-
reived a greater pressure than the average obtained by dividing the tot-
al load on the plate by the area of the plate.
The shape of the lines of equal pressure through the sand can-
not be determined with any certainty from the data. However, if it may
be assumed that the distribution of pressure on a plane a certain dist-
ance below a loaded surface is approximately the same whether the sand
at the plane rests upon a solid surface or is supported by more sand
below, then the distribution would be as shown by plate 36. The average
unit pressures transmitted are plotted with a total load of 5000 pounds
on the plate, * for varying depths and varying distances from the center
of the plate. The interpolated lines show lines of equal pressure. The
sketch is included in this thesis more as an interesting possibility
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than as indicating the exact distribution of forces.
In looking over plates 5 to 21, a considerable difference be-
tween the curves for load on and for load off is noticed. In all cases,
the load on the plug is higher for load off than for load on. The fol-
lowing explanation is advanced to account for at least part of this
difference. When pressure was applied to the plug, the I-beam lever arm
was bent somewhat and the plug lowered slightly. As the load was being
taken off, the plug would, of course, be pushed upward by the resisting
lever arm to cause a greater pressure than would have been the case had
there been no motion. The smaller the decreasing load, the greater the
percentage of error introduced. The "ratio" curves in plates \o to 21
indicate that in all probability much of the difference noted between
the curves for load on and load off is due to the cause just described.
There are probably other factors entering in which cause part of the
seeming inconsistency. If the distribution of the lines of pressure
through the sand was known with certainty, other causes would no doubt
be evident.
Plates 22 to 24 were drawn up for the purpose of making compari-
sons with similar plates in Mr. Eurnell's thesis. The curves show the
variation of the unit pressure on the plug with the distance between the
center of applied pressure and center line of the plug for a fixed depth
of sand and a fixed load on the plate. The curves in plates 22 to 24
have the same general shape as corresponding, ones in Mr. Bumell's work,
with the exception of the ones for 13 inches of sand, in which case Mr.
Burnell's data showed the strong arch action already discussed. The
values plotted in plates 22 to 24 do not agree at all closely with cor-
responding values in Mr. Burnell's plates. In general, Mr. Burnell ob-
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tained values for unit pressure on plug for distances of and 6 inches
center of plug to center of pressure, which were smaller than correspond-
ing values in this thesis; and larger values for unit pressure on plug
for distances of 12 and IS inches. His work indicated the pressure to be
distributed over a much larger area of the supporting surface than the
writers' experiments show.
Plate 55 is the result of an attempt to sum up the unit pres-
sures transmitted to the supporting surface. The curves in black are
taken from plates 55 to 24 for a total load of 5000 pounds on the plate.
The area beneath each curve in red represents to scale the total pressure
on the concrete base, and should sum up to 5000 pounds. It is evident
that the areas under all the red curves should be equal, as the total
load on the plate was 5000 pounds for all cases shown. The. points de-
terming the red curves were located by multiplying the unit pressures on
the plug shown by the ordinates of the black curves, by their correspond-
ing distances from the center of pressure. The area, then, enclosed be-
neath the red curves, represents to scale the summation of 2 7T p x dx
where p equals the unit pressure on the supporting surface at a distance
x from the center of pressure. According to the calculus, if the expres-
sion 2 n x dx be integrated between limits, the area of the circle is
obtained. If this area be multiplied by unit pressure, the total oressure
is obtained. The area beneath each red curve is a graphical integration
of the expression 2 7C p x ax. As shown, each square inch of area repre-
sents 30 pounds total pressure, since, for convenience, 5 inches was
taken as the- unit distance center of plate to center of plug. The area
under the red curve for sand 6 inches deep is about 25 1/2 square inches
and represents a total load of p6Q0 pounds. As there was but 5000 pounds
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applied, there is a considerable error. The area ur.der each of the other-
curves is about ii 1/3 square inches, and represents a total load of
2900 pounds. As these areas check quite closely with each other and re-
present so closely the actual total load applied, they show the data
taken for sand 12 and IS inches deep to be quite accurate. It seems that
too high unit pressures were obtained for sand. 6 inches deep when the
plate v;as directly over the plug.
Although no attempt was made to determine the amount of horizon-
tal pressure in any of these tests, its effect was noticeable. When the
plate was thrust down through sand of considerable depth, the 2 by 12
inch planks S 1/2 feet long surrounding the concrete base were bowed out
by the horizontal pressure of the flowing sand to an extent estimated
to be about the same as v.ould be produced by a 175 pound man standing
in the micdle of a similar plank lying flatwise and supported at its
ends. It is suggested that a device be arranged to measure horizontal
pressures as well as vertical pressures, should this thesis be taken up
in future years.
In examining plate 2^, it was noticed that the unit pressures
on the supporting surface vary as some function of the depth of sand.
To determine if possible this lav. of variation, logarithmic plotting
of unit pressure on the supporting base and corresponding depths of
sand were made on plate 27. The curves obtained by these plotting are
straight lines for" points on the supporting surface directly under the
center of applied pressure for depths up to 1c inches and average unit
load on tire plate of about 21 pounds. These straight-line curves indi-
cate the pressure on the supporting surface to vary with the depth for
a constant load on the plate as shown by the formula p f = kd n , where p'
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is the unit pressure in pounds per square inch on the supporting surface
directly under the center of applied pressure, d is the depth of the sand
in inches, and k is a constant depending on the load applied. The expo-
nent n is determined from the slope of the straight-line curves to be
1,64. It is also true that the unit pressure on the supporting surface
under the center of applied pressure varies directly with the average
unit pressure applied on the plate, so the formula may be expressed
cp .
'
p' f = —--3- where p is the average unit oressure in pounds per
square inch applied on the plate. A substitution of the experimental val-
ues for p', p, and d 2ives a mean value for c of 100.22 and a variation
from the mean of 8 percent. As finally determined, the formula
e,.
= JSSL
gives values which check closely with the results obtained in these tests
for points on the supporting surface directly under the center of applied
pressure.
For points on the supporting surface 6 inches from the center
of applied pressure the logarithmic plottings show curves which are not
straight lines. No attempt has been made to obtain a formula to agree
viitb these results.
Attention is a^ain called to the fact that the sand used in these
experiments was very dry.

Table I
fteacf/ngs for Ca/i braf/on of SfeeJ 5pr/na
7bfal LocfJ &/?
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39380 Z09.7
31- 73O 7S&.4-
19 900 766.9
24920 7439
/3 990 //93
fjT04O 94.
7
9930
434J 32.4-

Tah/e P/ t<fUJO C—
22
P/ate di dia.
Av. Depth
of Sand
Inches
Av Deft, of
Steel Spring
sfcoo s inches
A v. loin1 load
on P/ate
/6.
/iv. Unit load
Supported
lb.persq.tn.
Av load
Supported
Tons persq.tf.
27,9 2.3 SZ3T 0.4-
20. 4- J~OO 6.
8
0.6
78 O 3>~
6
86~0 74 * 1. 1
/6. O 8 .8 7340 J23. £ 1 . 7
//. zs 1730 32- 7 2 3
72 . t3. 73' z/ 00 37. O Z 7
70. /(,. 73~ 2S80 43:0 3.Z
SO 78.70 ZdOO 4?.3 3,3-
6.0 4230 745' 3'.4
4.0 5-0.80 ??e>o 74- //. /
3.0 78.00 2/7.0 /J' 6
Table 3
P/ate /3z dia
fa. Depth of
Sawd
/ncnes
Av. Pef/. of
3feel Spring
/aoo j /riches
/fv. Total load
on Plate
fb
/7v. l7n/f2oad
Supported
76fer^p 7/7.
#
Av. load
Supported
Tons perspfr.
18.0 2J.S J600 25. /.a
/6.0 2S.7 40a 27.8 2.0
J4.0 29.6 4&00 32 O 24
/2J 62OO 43.7 3d
/0.O 4-9. 78OO 5-4.
2
3.3
7.9 63.4 /Of 00 70. O s,o
6/ 7070 /79o~0 /24.0
S.O 26/OO 78/.0 73(7
4.3 /Z9.0 332OO 230.0 76J~

Table 4-
P/ate ^J "dia.
Ay. depth
1 ^St *n s~TO T JCf/VCJ
Inches
A^. Pet/, of
j/ee/ jpr/rta
//ooo V /mhes
Ay Total
load o /?
P/afe - /b.
Ay. l/n/'t load
Supported
fbper sa./'n
Ay. load
Supported
To/73 per sa ft.
24.6 /SO 2SOO 6. 6S o.s
/9.6 sas 4700 /3. 6 AO
/SO 63.9 /O/00 Z 9.Z 2.1
/2.0 /O&0 /77S0 J-IZ6' 3. 7
$.8 03. 6 6.0
3 1 220.2 42SOO /ZS.O 3.0
Table J
5and 6 deep
Jack 0" from Plug
A v. Defl. of
Steel Spring
Zooo t /Aches
Actual lead
on Plate
lb.
Av. Sca/e
ffeadinq
/A.
Ac/ua/ Phs.
on P'/ua
/i>.
Av.UnitrJta
on P/ate
/b.pers4./r>
Av. Unit Pres.
on Plug
li>.pers?./n.
Patio of
Av.P/uf Pres. to
Ay. Plate pyes.
load on.
O.O o.o 3.3 o.o o.o 0.0
3~.7 9 00 43-
O
273. 6.3 2/ 6 3.42
/o.d~ /700 3<tS 609.0 f/.e 43.3 4. IO
/SO Z300 /OSO 774 O /6. O 6/,3 3.8 3
204 3ZOO /3&,S~ 2Z. 2 89. O 3' 74
...
2SS 4-000 /£>SS /Z&O. Z7.8 /oo.o
3/.S 4-?e>0 /94.Z /497.0 34-.0 //9.0 3.3-0
3S.0 2/OrS /630.O 37.S /Z9.S 344
4/0 £4oo 234. /8ZO.O 44.4 /+4.S 3.26
4S.8 72OO
1
2S8.0 ZOro.o a /60.0 3.zO
398 94JT0 S06.O Z4OSt 6S.6 /9/.0 Z\9/
70.3 //zoo 338.6 266j;o 74,3 2/ZO Z8S
77.8 /2S0O 373.0 ze>4S-,0 06.
8
234.0 2.7O
89.2 . /4-SOO 4/0.2 33/j;& /O0£ 263.0 2& I
99.0 /640O
-f-64.6 36SS.O //4.0 Z&Z.0 Z.S&
IPSt3 /8-40O J-/&. O f/os.o /Z8.0 3Z6.0 zss
121.0 Z07S0 S73.0 4565:0 I44.0 362.0 ZSl
\
Table J Continued
Sand deep
Jack from Pluq
Ay. Deft. a/
Steel
' Spr/ry
yfaoo a inches
Actual Load
or? Plate
/b
Av. Scale
Reading
lb.
Actual Fhes.
on Play
/b.
Av. Unit Pres.
on P/ate
lbpersf in
A v. (Jn/t Pres.
or? Pluy
/&persf/n.
Patio of
Av Pluoptes to
Av P/ate pyes.
load off
J21.8 ^o9oo 389. /4S.O 3'6 7.0 2.3~3
92.0 /6400 4*433:0 / /4.0 363.0 3.00
82.6 J34-OO 34I.O 424S.O 23.0 337.0 36
2
7/6 f/f<?o J~2/3~ 4070.0 80.0 3230 <403~
34.3 8600 4830 3820.0 39 7 3030 J707
jfi.6 8/00 47f.O 3& 70.0 3~6.2 2&/.0 3/'9
-HP.6 6300 4-28. 33ZO.O 438 2630 6 OO
3SO 3~400 4O6.O 3/40.0 37.3" 6.6J~
3d.3 372.0 28 70. 3Z.& ZZ8.0 700
26.0 40SO 340.0 Z6 70. 29./ 2O70? 7.36
3/3~0 206. 2/7O.0 2/3 /70.0 7. 03~
/a. 7 7700 /70 /233:0 //.3 38.0 8,3^
8SO 36.8 643:o X9 37.3 8. 69
O.O OO /S.8 0.O O.O O.O
*
Tafb/e 6
5<7/7Gf 6 deep.
frcr/7
"sooo 's /hates.
Ac/fa/load
on F'/a/e
/A
Ar Sca/e.
Tfead/nf
/if
rfctua)'/Irgs
on Pfua
/*>.
dvlfaftfjxrd
on f/arc
/&/ws?. //?.
<4y.0h/7f?to. ffafr'o o7Ak
P/£/f^eo 7z>
Zoaaf 0/7
00 0.O <0p 00 00
/o.z /3S0 39. 3 3/7- & /0.8 2£2 2.3/
O
20-4 3/0~0 76-3 6/7.0 2/9 49 O 2240
302 4-6,3-0 /06.2 O 32. 3 60.2 J //o
<f-0.O &Z00 /3/- 7 // /?. o 43.0 80,4 2.
J-00 7<?30 /St. 3 /2 64. <*4.<4 /O0.4- /8*4j
'
04£D 7442.0 &s:s //4,0- / 2*4-0
///Z0 202.3 /634.0 77Z Z29.8 7.600
/20O0 22-f.3 /0/S.O 89.2 744 o 76/6'
09.# /*46/o 24£3 2 0/0.O /03.0 760. 7.J'**
load off.
79 / /2J00 232.2 /S7P.0 /49.0 7.720
6£.7 /&7O0 223.0 /sos.o 7*42 7*4-3.2 7030
o~9.9 3220 2/4.8 /737. O 6*4-0 /378 2/J-T0
S0.2 &e>/0 002.
7
/640.0 4S.0 /SO. 2. 2 7/0
40. 3 6/00 /fft.0 /6~O3.0
-42.3 7/9.3 2.82o
J0.2 4*520 / 3 42/7 3/.4 706.6 3.323-
30*5-0 734.3 /0#6. O 2/,* #6.2 ~SC£>60
/4&0 63t:o /02 So.4 403
J:4- 800 ?73.J- <*:6 29.6 *>:30
o.o 00 OP 0°
.
0.0 0O

Tab/e 7
Sand 6 deep
Jack 6 from Plug
Av Dtfl af
3fee/J>/>/7/*?
Actual load
00 P/a/e
/A
Ay. <5cc?/e
/?044//7f
/A
Acfua/ fret
on P/u<?
//>
Ay. U/i/f ffczs.
onP/afc
/Aptrjf./rt.
0/? /4c/f
TfaAo a/ Ay.
P/uf/fe.
Ay. f/a/cP/tt
load 0/7
do o.o -44 OO 0.0
goo 38 -4$: / 3.C 0. <^4~
/o. o U: 7 74 0. 7/
/6 3 2J-JTO 24.2. /62.0 /7. 7 /2 e 0. 7Z
2S.3 32.
3
23/. O 27<? 78,3 0. 67
35~4 36.7 2&3.0 3.0,3
40.S 35>.8 288.0 43.0 0.^-3
4&t -7 7/0 4-3.2 3/6.0 49-3 28'./ 4.43
302 46.8 J'44.o S¥.& 27 3 <?.6~0
00.# 36&0 43. 33?4,o 86,7 373 0.-48
70.7 // 300 43/0 78.4- 342 0.44
ff/4 / 3 / 00 63. Z 478.0 470 38P 0.4Z
370 /430 JV&0 /7>3. ' 47.2 0.40
700.4 /£> 6J-0 73. 7 J~63. 7/3'. 7 ^44 a.3&
/09. 2 /0400? 7s? / 606.O 72 7, j? 4 8./ <?.3#
load of/
/o/.-4 /&&J-0 83.3 6/3.0 7/4. 43 / 0.43
So.o /29J~0 7?.# J-JV.0 30- 43.6 O.43
606- 33'4'0 63.j- 4^-/0 66.4 348 4dr4
40-8 6300 4?.J' 348:0 43-
&
273 0.62
42.0 280:0 J/. 8 22. £> 0. 72
70.J J00-0 34.2 2 22.0 2/2 77.6 0.6 3
/a.
2
/6~0-0 26-
2
747.0 700 72 4 744"
00 00 6.8 04? O.0 0.0
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Jad/ed
5oind 6 deep.
Jack IB from Plug
AvPe//of
5fce/ 5/>r/r*?
Acfua/load
/&
/J1/ 07ca7c
lb
7}c7ua/'fret
0>/7 /%V
Ay. £/aft' Ttes
0ft
J&fo a/A/
<4k7*/*7zJ%p.
Load 077
0>. o o o 0.0 o.oo coo
2>0 0.2f Z. 0Z O76 O. 0Z6O
/o. 7 0.4S 3. C>+ 7/.S- 0-2^> 0. 02SO
/s.z 24uO 0.SJ' 76.7 &-35~ O. OZ /0
Z/3T 33 oo 0.S0~+ 4.6O 2.2.9 037 o.os&r
26. O 400
O
0.6O 4-.8<*' 278 036 0.0740
3/.0 0. 70 S.6> 6 33.4 0.4-0- 0.0733-
36^ J6ZS 0.70 33 / 04?J' a.o/7^-
40. 7 &3O0 6,06 43. 7 0,4:3 0. 07/0
7ZOO 0.#0 6,47 S&o 0).3~7 0. 0/0
70S0 /. 00 8.09 33.2 064 0. 0/7*r
& *"T *9 JL~8 725 /. 0c7 8. o& 0.64 c?/00
67.0 94,00 / 0O 8.09 06f~ 0, O05>6
6S.4 7040O /.0O 809 722 O.04- O.O&80
70. 7.00 8.00 77. e 0.6 4 O.008Z
76.0 722 0O 7.00 84.7 0.64* 0. OO 70'
BS.O 73820? 7. 00> 6.00 36:6 72.0,4 0. 006 7
37 o /4?00 /.00 SP9 7o3.4 0.64- O.0062
32S 76407? 700' 074.2 0.0>7 O. 0O<512
/ 08.0 /07 0& 7.2 7 726:
8
0.36 O.0O7J'
1/7.0 7&&0O 7 6'0> 7.2/ 738.3 0. 36 0. 006O
/Vote - A/o /zad/ffp fa/res? for I0070/ of/.
/1
5and 6 deep.
Jacfr /& V/v/77/?/tfo?.
A/o /prejjc/zif ,sf0/70ay /0/>/u0i.

Table 9
5ar?d dec/).
t
Jack from Plug
AvPett of
5teel Spring
woo * /ffc/?€J
Acfua/load
or? P/are
/b.
ffeaaf/na
/£>.
Acfutf/laacf
0/7 P/l/0
//>
'
o/y AVi/f
/A/zzf^*?//?
/fatra oZ 4y.
AM/frs f*
fy./%?fe/?es.
load on
oo O.O oO O.O
s.t 80O //.J5" 7/0 S& 7 /.fiZ
/O.J /6oo 209 /47.0 /// // 7 /*S
/s./ 2400 28-B 2//.o /1.
7
76 S / o/
20.0 3/ °& 37.B 204.0 2/. 7 22.6 /.04
2J:/ 3& oO 4-3.8 333. 27/ 26.<f 0.&S
30.9 4<*o0 J#3 4/7.0 33.3 33. / 0.3>9
3S.9 3~5~SO 5-0.6 437.0 38.4- 3S.9 0.5>3
6>/3>~0 64.7 dfO/.O 42. 7 35S 0.5>7
4J~A> 72.2 37O.O 43>6 4£3 0.3/
Load off
37.3 6S.O 4S>4.0 J3.9 /.O/
3o.2 4J~oo 6O16 ' 467.0 3/.2 Jt.2 /./<>
J6.0 37O0 43/.0 2S7 33,4 /J0
d~o.(, S370 20./ 29.3
/J.O 22 OO 45-O 3S2.D /S.3 26.3 /.72
/0.2 /5~o0 36.8 /&4 2/.0
5.2 73V 24.6 /66.O 32 /3./
oo
-4.0 O.O 0O op

7a6le JO
Sa/7c/ /2 dee/?
JacA J " f/v/7? F/uq
Ar.&f/. of
Jeco i 7/x/es
cr?/7*/e
//>.
Aw- /?<:»/<:
&
0/7 T^/vf
/6.
/ty.Ob/r/Tks.
Of? /?//<? /?/</?/?€4. r<?
/.oad on
O.O 0O O.O O.O aa
SJ <Z J-
3
2 7
/a/ /0/3 &3.Z /&& 6£ o.6/o
t&z 2330 /?£> /38P //,? 77P 0. 68
D
3/30 222 27.7 /<4ix O. 64 J-
24.9 38ZO 2/7.4' 26.6 77.3 O. 6J~c?
39.C 4S7& 3/4, 34y4' 3/7 30.Z 0.633
Load off
3700 23.4 239.6. 24"7 /g.7. O.7/O
/f.-f 2B90 304'.O 20./
7*9 2Zoo 22.0 /7S.O /4.3 /<*./ 0.92.O
U3.3 /OS //3 /.
y/o //s- 33 O 7* /^>'/o
o# 00 OP op 00

TabJe //
5and If? deep.
Jack 6 from Pluq.
5fee/
1/
. I
//P*?" * /f/Cf/CO
Actual laid
on F/afe
Ac7ua/7a/d
as? P/tttf
/A
0/7 f/a/e
/Alters?./?
0/?
Tf^T/'o'<?/ Ak
load on.
L7 . l~S 00 z.s O.O 0.
6J Z9.2 ^:z 7 5 0.43J-
/too /OJ 6/. / //. / ^4 /> 0.42J'
73'Z Z400 7Z.7 &3.0 /6.7 O. 330
3&J-0 76.3 J/Z.O Z/.Z 0.42 O
76 .5' J33-0 27.4 / 4
* 0.36'0
«
—
/J-0.0 3/.9 0. 370
40.
7
630O 27.4 202.0 43& 0. 3^-0
44 3~ Z&.& 222. O 4&3 / /. e» J.360
load off.
40.z 6zoo Z0&.O 43/ 0. 330
340 *S40O J7.S- U.0 0.39O
JO? ^700 2fZ /76.0 /4.0 J.430
Z4 7 3?00 2 3/ Z7.0 72.6 0.470
Z0C? 3o6"o Z/. 7 7S7.0 Z/Z f/,7 <?.JttZ
/S3 /?.-4 /ZZ.O /6.3 /0. 3
/£./ 703. O /'0.0 8./ O. 7J-0
7/ 7 S7
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.O

Table 12
Sand 12 deep
TT
Jack 12 from Plug
AvDef/.of /Icfua/load
on P/ate
/ u.
Av. Sca/e
fFead/n^
Actualload
on F'/uqr
/A
an f/ate
/b. oersa./s?
7?at/oofs4v.
P/u#/fas. 7o
At/P/aff-Ttes
load on
CJ. tJ us {_/ o. oo O. OO 0.00
to 73~~0 o -TO 4o4 3~23 0.32 O.O&Z
JC. / & 0.89 7.ZO /£>. 70 0.3'7 0.OS3
/3\2 2360 /.38 //./*- 0.8? 0.03~6
20.2 3/40 /7/ 13,8/ Z//0 7.70 O, 03~Z
23.2 3900 Z./Z 17.73' 2.6.30 /.36 0. OS"
/
30.4 4720 Z.SO 20.20 3/. 70 /.67 .03-/
3&:4 J.OO 37.3a 7.33 O.0S/
J3>.3> 6/00 3,43' 27^0 42. /0 2.22 0.333
f4P 3,73' 30.30 46. 73
'
2.4/
load off
3.23' 26>.30 3 7 S>0 2.0& O.O5-3-
30.0 43'00 2.S3 zz.vo 3 (.2-0 783 0.
2S.O 37zo 2.4 & /9.40 23.80 7,?4 O.o 6>o
/e>? 2.00 /6>.20 20.3-O 72S (0.O6Z
/4.T 2ZOO /.3~0 /2. /Z /3>. 30 0.&£ O. Ot>3
/0.3 /sso 7.25' /0/d 70. 7S 0. 68 O. 63
3.2 7 70 0.64 S.27 S.33' 047 O. 076
0.0 o.o o.o o.d O.O0
5and 12 deep
____
Jack /8 from Plug
fVo pressure fransmiffed fo p/ug.
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00
/8 deep
Jack frem PJuq
AxDef/.of
SteelSpr/ny
t /richer
Actua/Lood
on P/a/c
to.
Av Scale A)/ Unitfres
/Opersf./rf
Ay Unities
/Jt/>6/-J<?//7.
/.oat/ on
o. o O 4. / 0.0 O.O CJ. CJ
S. / 770 7.Z jzj-. / S6> Z.O 0.36
/0.3 /too //./ S6. 7 //./ 4J'
/4Y Z4<20 87.4- /6.7 73 O. 44
/?.# 30J'0 /76 /o?.o z/.z 8 7 0.4-/
24.6 380O 20.8 26.-4 /o.7 04o
jLoadoff
24.1 36 OO zo.4 732.0 Z6:o /05- 0.4Z
3000 /2J.O *A 8 ?.3 0.48
S4.9 2-2 OO S7.J- /Off.? /Jr's 0.6 0.S6
/o.o /SOO /48 86.9 /o. 4 6>.? 0.66
7SO /0.8 J4.2 s.z 4.3 0.03
0.0 00 O.O 0.0 O.O

Taf?/e /4
3c?f?d /S deep
ya<z/r 3 f/v/77
At/fr// of
.
/J>
OS? /^/t/y
/A
"
/ft>.
a/?
/J./terSf.//?.
/Ycf/frs. 7°
Load o/i
oo 0.0 o.O 0.0 0.0
SA- 8ZS Z.l /7.0 S.7 /.36 ' a. 23 7
SO 3.Z O302
7.S *.8 03O8
/6.3 9.Z
load of/
/f.O ZZ30 8.1 6:z O. 33<S~
3.9 H30 6.Z S-O.2 9.9 4.0
S.I 7*0 3.9 3/.6~ Jr./ 2.S
ao OO 0.0 O0 0.O O.O

Ta/b/e If
Sand /& deep.
Jc/cA 6 'from Plug.
Av.Deft of
J5/t?e/ S/zr/hy
ActualLoad
on P/a/e
/£>.
six 5ca/e
pfeaaZ/nq
fa
/ictua/ Pes.
OSf P/uf
/A
4vl//?/t/Jvs
0/7 P/afe or? P/vy
/t>ptf&7./f7.
Pat/00/sly.
p/vafftzs to
A* P/a/e fret.
O.O u O o.e O.O O.O OPO
S.J /J O 2.S /3. 7 /./* 0.2*
O
/o.z /&oo jo. 7 //./ 247 0.22O
/S.O 230C? 49.* UP 3.07 0.2*8
J9.7 3000 0-7 63.2 2.0.S 3:/
2
0.246
M3 J600 /o$~ 77.S 23:0 6/7
/nnd nff
£0.S o.e 7J. 7 Z/Z 0.2&O
/SJ zzso tso /3~& 3-oz 032&
/O.O /soo 6. 7 47.7 /of- 3.SZ 0.370
3~-2 #00 33/ 3:6
O.O 00 0,0 op OP coo

Taf?fe J6
2*5
Sand /& deep.
Jac/k fZ /ran? F/uq.
4cfua/lastd
0/7 T^/afe
//>.
4cft/0/ffc?s
/J.
4y.(Jm1 Pres.
0/? 77#? fib?/?&. fo
—
0.0 00 O.OO 0.00 O.OO O.OO
0.07 S.&O 0.S& 0. /CO
/a/ /&00 / 37 //.eo //./& 0.08
23^0 2.0? Z6./& Z6.26 ' /.29
s~) f C3
u. /y<J
3/00 2.76' 22.2.0 /. 77 Is
Load off
/so 2Z2 ZfiO 2/.20 /J.40 /6S> 0. //o
70 /.09 /S /o /028 /20 a/'
7
S3 760 3.07 S.28 0.73 0. /3 7
00 0,00 O.OO 0.00
Sand f8 deep
JacA /gfrcyr? /gfrg:
Tf?e ovax/mu/T? pressure rr^s/77/rfcd top/u<7 fa/rfrf&tzwf/M

Of 9 8 T 3 3 &
6 7 8 9/ 6 7 8 9
.10
7 , jg&erage Unit Pressure on
5upporting Surface
'b- per
2,t±:
ao.sib
OGAPITHMIC PLOTTING
5
; OF THE 7
D'GSkH OFSA/VD
AND
UNIT PRESSURE ON SUPPORTING SURFACE
FOR
VARIOUS APPLIED UNIT PRESSURES
AND
rANCES EPOM CENTER OF PRESSURE
LEGEND
inches from centerof pressure to
center of supporting surface
finches center to\\^^'ter
Cinches center
\
2 I
6 7 8 9 10 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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IV. Conclusions.
1. The maximum load sustained by a bed of sand diminishes as the
depth of sand increases.
2. With the loaded areas used, the maximum load sustained in-
creases slowly as the depth decreases from 18 inches to about 10 inches,
and much more rapidly below that depth.
5. It is probable that for depths greater than about 24 inches
the maximum load sustained would decrease so slowly with increasing
depth that it would be practically constant, for conditions similar to
those under which these tests were performed.
4. The maximum unit load sustained by a bed of dry sand increases
with the area loaded.
5. The experiments show that the pressures transmitted through
a bed of dry sand are distributed over areas of the supporting surface
varying from about 4 1/2 times the loaded area for a denth of 6 inches
to about 9 1/2 times the loaded area for a depth of IS inches.
6. The unit pressure on the supporting surface is a maximum at
the center of the applied load; it decreases very rapidly with the dis-
tance from this point up to a distance eoual to about a mean between the
diameter of the plate and the depth of the sand. Beyond this point the
decrease of the unit pressure is not so rapid. .
7. As the unit pressure applied increases the area of the support
ing surface over which the pressure is distributed increases.
3. For points directly below the center of applied pressure the
decrease of the unit pressure transmitted with increasing depth of sand
varies inversely with some power of the depth. This power is 1.S4 for
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these bests. For the 13 i/2 inch plate and for depths of Band up to 18
inches the formula
10Op
p
f
=
-7-57
agrees with the results of the experiments; p, d
f
,
and d being repect-
ively the average unit pressure in pounds per souare inch applied on the
plate, the unit pressure in pounds per sauare inch on the supporting
surface directly below the center of applied pressure, and the depth of
sand in inches.
9. No arch action is shown ny these experiments for depths of
dry sand up to 13 inches.
10. The apparatus is a decided improvement upon the simpler and
less ri^id apparatus used by Mr* Surnell in his thesis on the same sub-
ject. It is hoped by the writers that the apparatus may be used in the
following years to make tests upon wet sand, crushed stone, gravel, and
earth.
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